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Fossil Ridge

Sue Cotter

Sue Cotter was born in Kalispell, Montana in 1955. She
earned her BA in art from the University of Nevada,
Reno. Cotter then went on to study letterpress print-
ing under Robert Blesse at Black Rock Press in 1988.
She now resides in Parowan, Utah where she operates
her own letterpress studio, Woodhenge Press &
Paperworks. A few years ago she began giving book art
program workshops at the University of Utah and still
continues.

Along with one of a kind limited edition artist books
such as Fossil Ridge, Cotter creates shadow boxes,
sculptures, and homemade paper in her studio. Her
artist books are sometimes in the form of a shadow box

or sculpture that tells a story. She uses many materials including clay, wood, or paper and found objects such
as feathers, sticks, and glass.

Sue Cotter has won many awards such as the Utah State Arts Council Individual Artists' Grant 1993, 1995,
2001; Best of Show, Pyramid Atlantic Book Arts Fair, Corcoran Gallery, Washington, D.C. 1999; Juror's Award,
Westward Bound - Book Arts in the West, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1998; Merit Award, "St. George Regional" St.
George Art Museum, 1997; Merit Award, "Spring Salon" Springville Art Museum, 1995; New Forms: Regional
Initiative Grant, "Living Book Project" 1994-95; Utah State Arts Council Fellowship, 1992. Her artwork can be
found in museum collections all over Utah and the western United States.

Sue Cotter, American
Fossil Ridge, 1988
Letterpress printing on handmade paper
Purchased with funds from Friends of the Art Museum
Museum #1992.026.003
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“I Know A Place” Poetry Book
Art Lesson
A lesson plan for Fossil Ridge
written by Tiya Karaus

Objective:
1. Students will write a poem about an outdoor place that is special to them.
2. Students will construct a book that is reflective of the meaning of the poem.

State core links:
Standard 3 - Expressing
Students will create meaning in art.

Objective 1 Create content in works of art.
Objective 2 Curate works of art ordered by medium and content.

Grade: 5-12

Materials:
- paper
- pencil
- copy of “I Know a Place” poem form for each student
- cardstock or heavy paper for book cover
- paper for book pages
- needle
- thread
- glue
- scissors
- color pencils/crayon/markers

Activity:
Introduction:
1. With paper and pencil in front of each student, ask them to make a list of favorite or memorable places
they have spent time outdoors. This could be a park, a hiking trail, a lake, river, or beach, or a special spot in
their own backyard. Students should then decide which of these places they are able to write about in the
most detail (which of these places engaged all five of their senses).
2. Guide students in constructing an “I Know a Place” poem using the attached form.
3. Display picture of Sue Cotter’s Fossil Ridge. Share details about Sue Cotter’s life and artwork which you
feel are interesting and pertinent. Like Fossil Ridge, students will construct a book about a special place. The
poem in the book and the shape/design of the pages should work together to convey meaning.

Project:
To construct the book:
1. Fold each of four pieces of paper in half (“hamburger” or to the size of 5 ½ “x 8”).
2. Place them in a stack together with all the folds together to create the pages of the book.
3. Sew along the crease to bind the book together.
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4. Fold the paper for the cover of the book in half.
5. Glue along the front, back, and spine of the book pages, then lay it in the opened book cover.

The book in now ready to be designed and written.

With scissors cut the pages to reflect the poem (i.e. wave shapes for a poem about the beach). Cut pages
from front to back or back to front making each page a little bigger (or smaller) for a layered effect. The
cover could be left rectangular or cut also.

Cutting the pages before writing in the poem allows students to place and center the text on the altered
pages. The first page is the title page, and each of the remaining pages is for a separate stanza of the poem.
The cover of the book is another place for students to express their creativity as well as the meaning of the
book with paper collage, drawing, etc.

Sources:
“I Know a Place” poem form adapted from “City Café” in Start Writing Poetry: Raps, Riddles and Concrete
by Pie Corbett

Variations:
K-3rd grade class project
Display postcard of Fossil Ridge and read the words from the book.
Take students outside (or set up a corner of the classroom with natural objects; rocks, leaves, shells, twigs,
pine cones, etc.) Explain that this will be a silent activity. Students will quietly select for themselves something
from nature. Ask them to choose their special object by themselves and deliberately. You might also want to
stipulate that objects must be found on the ground so that there is no picking of flowers or leaves, or break-
ing of branches. Once everyone has selected an object, return to sit in a circle in the classroom. Have each
student in turn explain why they selected their object or why it is special. Record a phrase from their answer
of a strip of paper or ask students to write a phrase about their special object themselves. Ask students to
glue or attach the strip of paper to their object. Display all the objects together as a group art project.

9th -12th grade lesson plan variation:
Instead of walking students through the process of creating a book and writing a poem, there is an open-
ended assignment option.
Assignment: Create a “book” that uses words and natural object to convey your feelings about a place that is
special to you.
As a follow-up to the assignment share information about Sue Cotter along with the postcard of Fossil Ridge
and other examples of her work (which can be found www.woodhengepress.com).

There is more information on Sue Cotter and Fossil Ridge available at the Utah Museum of Fine Art at
www.umfa.utah.edu ( as well as an additional lesson plan based on Fossil Ridge).

Text to Fossil Ridge:
It is called Fossil Ridge, a sharp place to walk, a fine line between things, a spine hard and strong.

Craggy wedge, arrow-headed cleaving sky, cleaving air. A reaching place, a cloud-touching place whose out-
line speaks a slow moving thought.

Wind skinned edges let bones fall, secret bones, ancient bones, white like ashes, white like death, desert dry.



4 points 3 points 2 points 1 point 0 points
Poem is complete Poem is partially

complete
Poem is incomplete

4 points 3 points 2 points 1 point 0 points
Book is neat and

well crafted
Book is fairly neat
and well crafted

Book is not neat or
well crafted

4 points 3 points 2 points 1 point 0 points

Cover design and
shape of the pages
reflect the meaning
of the poem

Cover design and
shape of the pages
somewhat reflect the
meaning of the poem

Cover design and
shape of the pages
do not reflect the
meaning of the poem
or are unaltered
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Bleached bones, graceful stones, porcelain pieces cast in time. Slow rock time, long fossil time, time of
ancient life, ancient death.

It is called Fossil Ridge, studded crest of pikes and steeples, a place to walk high, a place to walk low; a place
of future life and future death

Rubric:
Poem
Book
Book design (Drawing or collage on the cover, the pages of the book are cut in an interesting way, special
touches like natural objects; leaves, twigs, etc. are added to the book)

poem form

I Know a Place
by_________

(title page)

(Describe things that you would see there)
I know a place
where ______________________

and ________________________
(first page)
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(Describe things that you would hear there)
I know a place
where ______________________

and ________________________
(second page)

(Describe things that you would smell there)
I know a place
where ______________________

and ________________________
(third page)

(Describe things that you would taste there)
I know a place
where ______________________

and ________________________
(fourth page)

(Describe things that you would touch or feel there)
I know a place
where ______________________

and ________________________
(fifth page)

I know a place that is special to me.
(sixth page)


